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During this time in history:
Excerpts from the Journals of Lewis &
Clark, taken from Jim Rosenberger’s
“Daily Calendar”
August 11, 1806 – Lewis: “…I determined to land and kill some (elk), accordingly we put to and I went out with Cruzatte only…I was in the act of firing on an
elk when a ball struck my left thigh about
an inch below my hip joint, missing the
bone it passed through the left thigh and
cut the thickness of the bullet across the
hinder part of the right thigh; the stroke
was very severe…”
August 15, 1806 – Clark: “…John Colter,
one of our men, expressed a desire to join
some trappers, who suffered to become
sharers with him…we agreed to allow
him the privilege provided no one of the
party would ask or expect a similar permission, to which they all agreed…”
August 17, 1806 – Clark: “…We left our
encampment after taking leave of
Colter…we also took our leave of Charbonneau, his Snake Indian Wife
(Sacagawea) and their son…I offered to
take his little son, a beautiful, promising
child, who is 19 months old, to which
they both…were willing provided the
child had been weaned…”
September 3, 1806 – Clark: “…at half
past 4 P.M. we spied two boats & several
men…landed & was met by a Mr. James
Arid from Mackinac by way of Prairie du
Chien and St. Louis…This gentleman
received both Capt. Lewis and myself
with every mark of friendship…(and)
informed us of many changes…”

September 17-24, 2006
Members of the Badger Chapter
gathered in St. Louis to celebrate the
200th anniversary of the return of
The Corps of Discovery. During the
week, some members stayed at the
Adam’s Mark Hotel (pictured right)
where the Foundation’s annual
meeting was held, while others
stayed at the Millennium Hotel a
few blocks away, where the final
National Signature Event was held.
It was a week that will never be forgotten by those who were fortunate
enough to attend. Both of the events
provided a multitude of opportunities to learn more details about the
adventure that binds our organization together, and enjoy the comradery of fellow enthusiasts. On the final evening of the Foundation’s activities, a gala ball was held at the Adam’s
Mark, catching the flavor of the event
that honored Lewis & Clark upon their
return. To the left, you can see the gallant leader of the Badger Chapter at the
ball, as Napoleon.
“Home at Last”- Cont’d Page 3
Trivia Question of the Month

(The answer is somewhere in this issue.)

September 23, 1806 – Clark: “…
descended to the Mississippi and down
that river to St. Louis at which place we
arrived about 12 o’clock (noon). We suffered the party to fire off their pieces as a
salute to the town. We were met by all
the village and received a hearty welcome
from its inhabitants…”

What Indians did the Corps tell that:
“They wanted nothing to do with them.”?

Don’t miss
“Seaman says…”
on page 6
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A Tale of Two Centuries
September 1806

September 2006

9/17/1806: The Corps of Discovery set out toward St.
Louis shortly after daylight, and have to navigate one
of the worst spots in the Missouri River, as they pass
the island of the Little Osage Village. They meet Captain John McClallen of the US Army, and learn that
most people back home have long since given them up
for lost.

9/17/2006: Members of the Badger Chapter of The
Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage Foundation pack their
air conditioned vehicles for a 10 AM departure for St.
Louis. During their 6-7 hour journey, they enjoy numerous rest stops, a wide choice of restaurants, and
cell phone communication with other members of their
party when needed.

9/18/1806: The Corps of Discovery press on toward
St. Louis. In order that they can make rapid progress,
they have no opportunity to hunt or secure any other
food, so they must subsist on pawpaws which they can
gather on the shores of the Missouri. Many of the
party are badly burned from their constant exposure to
the sun.

9/18/2006: After a comfortable night in their luxury
hotels, they are up by 7 AM for a complimentary
breakfast, and an opportunity to meet Foundation
Members from other states, and learn about the schedule for the next few days. An hour and a half is allotted for lunch, after which they learn more about the
hardships that faced the members of the expedition.

9/19/1806: The Corps set out just after daylight, and
ply their oars to the utmost of their endurance, that this
two and a half year adventure might soon be but a
memory. They manage to put 72 miles behind them,
and arrive at the mouth of the Osage River. Three of
the party’s eyes are badly inflamed because of constant exposure to the sun reflecting off of the water
during these long days.

9/19/2006: They continue to relax as they learn more
about the trials of the Corps, and the hardships of the
Indian Nations who aided them along the trail. Lunch
is again a sumptuous affair, and the evening is spent
enjoying a recreation of the banquet at which Lewis &
Clark were honored after their return, except without
the inconveniences of the 1800s.
9/20/2006: They gather at the elegant Millennium Hotel to take part in the final Signature event. Representatives of numerous Indian Nations present their views
of how the Lewis & Clark Expedition affected their
cultures. Food and drink is abundant, and attendees are
continually reminded of the richness of their lives in
comparison to those of 200 years past.

9/20/1806: The Corps are forced to leave one of their
canoes, as three of the members are unable to row because of their eyes. They arrive at the little French village of La Charette, and are allowed to celebrate by
firing off their guns. They purchase from a citizen, two
gallons of whiskey, for eight dollars, which is a great
deal of money in their present situation.

9/21/2006: They have the option of attending more of
the talks at the Signature event, or driving to St.
Charles to meet the reenactors as they arrive. St.
Charles has been preparing for this event for a long
time, and everyone is treated to a grand celebration,
and an opportunity to enjoy the culture of this charming city.

9/21/1806: Members of the Corps need to be collected, as many have accepted the invitations to visit
the families of the citizens of La Charette. They set out
later than usual, at about 7:30 AM, and with diligent
effort, come within sight of St. Charles, Missouri
about 4 PM. They are again greeted with the news that
many people had not expected them to return.

9/22/2006: Badger Chapter members have now been
away from their homes for nearly a week, but their interest in the unfolding events is sustaining them
through this hardship.

9/22/1806: The morning is very wet, and so they delay
their departure until 10 AM. They proceed on to Fort
Bellefontaine, which is only about 3 miles down river,
and are honored with a salute of guns and a hearty
welcome.

9/23/2006: They are aboard a luxury motor coach at 7
AM to be transported to a yacht up river, so that they
can accompany the reenactors as they approach St.
Louis. They are treated to an unexpected lunch by the
crew of the yacht, and arrive refreshed at the riverfront
after watching the return of the reenactors.

9/23/1806: They take an early breakfast, and head for
St. Louis, where they arrive about noon, having been
in the wilderness for 2 years, 4 months, and 10 days.
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mately the same place that
Lewis and Clark stepped
ashore in 1806. After the
formalities of their return
were completed, they participated in the dedication
of the new statue to Lewis
& Clark, right next to
where they landed.

“Home at Last”- Cont’d from Page 1

Wednesday through Friday was the final National Signature Event, and on the first two days, the symposiums were held at the Millennium Hotel. Some of our
group stayed for most of the symposiums, while others
drove to St. Charles to be a part of the arrival celebration for the reenactors. This was actually home for
most of them, but to complete their journey, they still
needed to come ashore in St. Louis.

It was a very full week,
and all of us were feeling it
by the last day, but knowing what the members of the Corps of Discovery had
endured 200 years ago, we were inclined to bite our
tongues if we were tempted to complain.

Friday was the day when most of the activities began
below the Gateway Arch, on the riverfront. There were
demonstrations of the culture of 200 years ago, lots of
food, and very interesting portrayals of members of
the expedition. The weatherman was on edge this day,
and finally in mid to late afternoon, they were forced
to close down some of the tents.

Next year….Monticello! We’re already looking forward to it.
Bill Holman

Saturday was also supposed to be “iffy”
weather wise, but a
gray morning turned
into a fine day. At 7
AM we boarded a motor coach for the drive
to Grafton, IL, where
we would board the
“Grandpa Woo III” for a cruise back to St. Louis, and
an opportunity to accompany the reenactors for their
final leg. Our captain
had arranged to catch
up with them at the final lock above St.
Louis, and once in the
lock, they serenaded us
with period songs,
while we returned a
hearty rendition of
“Row, row, row your boat.”

November Quarterly Meeting
Please make special note toward the end of this article, that you must register in advance to be admitted to the library where this meeting is being held.
Meeting notices have been sent out, so make sure to
mark your calendar for November 4th and plan to attend our quarterly meeting as we return to the Raynor
Library at Marquette University. The meeting starts at
10 A.M. and we have a lot to catch up on.
We have had another summer of Bicentennial Events
as well as Foundation and
Chapter activities to report
on. We need to finalize the
election of officers and directors for our 2007 – 2008
term.

After we left the lock, the captain announced that they
were going to serve us lunch, which no one in the
group (including our tour director) had expected. It
was just one more example of the great treatment we
received from the crew of the Grandpa Woo.

But most importantly, we
have the pleasure of having
Francis Paul Prucha, S.J. as
our guest speaker. Father
Prucha is one of the most respected historians of his
generation and is known internationally for is expertise on the American West and Native American Indian policy. He also helped establish Marquette’s rich
research collections documenting Catholicism among
Native Americans. Prucha is the author and editor of

Within the hour, the
reenactors had jettisoned the small power
crafts that enabled them
to maintain the schedule, and arrived amid
loud cheers at approxi-

“November Meeting” - Continued on Page 4
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stant low level attention and
minor adjustments to the fire
and to the equipment. The
possibility of burns and scalding was ever-present.

“November Meeting” - Continued from Page 3
25 books, including ‘Indian Peace Medals in American History’ (Wisconsin Historical Society, 1971). His discussion
will be on Peace Medals in the early 1800’s and the Jefferson Peace Medal, but bring questions on Peace Medals, Native American Policy, and Lewis & Clark.

Another problem in the time
before refrigeration was food
preservation. The members of
the Corps of Discovery would
have grown up at a time when
foods were consumed fresh
whenever possible. Fruits and
vegetables in season were avidly eaten as the supply would
allow, but the season for fresh
produce from the garden was short; perhaps early-summer
to late autumn. Foraging for wild fruits, nuts, roots, and
leaves would extend slightly the period that fresh food was
available, but even the Indians couldn’t live by foraging
alone. Root vegetables and some squashes could be kept
through the winter in root cellars. Everything else had to be
dried, salted, pickled, or smoked.

Due to guest policies at the Raynor Library, it is necessary
for you to register in advance for this meeting, in order to be
admitted to the library. Please notify Mary Butts at; 1413
Florida Ave., Sheboygan, WI 53081; (920)-458-4518;
Email mbutts@excel.net by October 31st.
This is a meeting and presentation you should not miss and
as always, you will have the opportunity to socialize with
fellow Lewis and Clark “Trail-ers”.
Jim Rosenberger

An Army Travels:
Feeding the Corps of Discovery
By Jack Schroeder©

Fresh meat and fish were always important protein sources
in the post-colonial United States. Young boys were expected to add to their families’ larders by harvesting small
game with snares and slingshots. As they grew older, boys
would learn to use more powerful weapons and more sophisticated hunting techniques to help put food on the table.
Fishing skills were especially valuable because they could
be used by family members of all ages throughout the year.
Game animals were somewhat seasonal because of their
poor condition or unavailability.

Hearth Cookery: Part Two
In the last issue of this newsletter I made mention of how the
phrase “hearth and home” continues to have resonance today.
Another example comes to
mind when I think of the two
Camp Dubois’ in Illinois that
duel for Lewis and Clark credibility. The well known L & C
State Historic Site #1 near
Hartford has a stylish new
building, an observation tower,
and a replica fort near the Corps’ winter encampment of
1803 – 04.

Meat and fish were preserved by the same methods used on
fruits and vegetables. The men who traveled with Lewis and
Clark would have been familiar with techniques for
“jerking” fresh meat long before they began their journey up
the Missouri River. Every settlement, estate, and small village had a smokehouse. Some were operated communally,
while larger populations might have a butcher who cured
the meats that were produced by his neighbors. The larger
cities of the East would have been served by professional
butchers and smokehouse operators who were trained in
European methods.

Lesser known is the replica fort and museum in Wood
River, about 6 miles north of Hartford. This fort was occupied by hardy re-enactors in the winter of 2003 - 04. The
pervasive smell of wood smoke and a cheerful fire in the
fireplace made it clear that these were living quarters. In
contrast the unused fireplace and smell of freshly sawn
wood gave the Hartford fort a sterile and distant feel. It was
the active hearth which made possible the direct connection
with the past.

Game, fish, and fowl as well as domestic animals would
have been hung on hooks or spread on trays in the smokehouses. Then, as now, hogs would have been the most common contributor to smokehouse fare. Hams, bacon, and sausages all benefited from smoke treatment to add flavor and
retard spoilage. Only the heavily-salted Virginia-style hams
were truly preserved. The other products needed to be kept
cool in addition to their salting and smoking. That is why
farm animals were traditionally slaughtered at the onset of
cold weather.

We should also remember that the active hearths of the past
were difficult and dangerous places to work. Haphazard
constructions of chimneys lead to many tragic house and
cabin fires. Even a well-built hearth required back-breaking
stoop labor to keep the coals forming and the cooking implements properly positioned. Hearth cooking required con-

“Hearth Cookery” - Continued on Page 5
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“Hearth Cookery” - Continued from Page 4

Seaman Says…September, 1806

The frontier recipe for this issue makes use of smoked pork
sausages. All of the ethnicities that made up the American
mosaic had their own style of smoked sausage, and any of
them can be used. Polska kielbasa, linguica, and andouille
sausages are especially good and available today. Also
available in modern markets are potherbs or greens. Collard
greens, mustard greens, kale and chard are in markets year
around. These very valuable sources of vitamins and minerals were supplied to our ancestors naturally, since many,
like dandelion or turnip greens were naturally occurring and
eagerly harvested for their flavor and nutrition.

September 23, 1806; At
long last we have reached
St. Louis and have completed our journey of discovery. The men are rejoicing and the inhabitants
of St. Louis are happy to
see us all return safely.
There is much joy and
even though I am a
friendly type, the petting
and hugging does become
a bit tedious.

For this recipe you will need 4 ounces of smoked sausage
per serving. Their big flavors go a long way, and since only
a little is needed they are not nearly as unhealthy as their
salty and fatty reputation would indicate. A large bunch of
your favorite greens will probably only serve two people
since they cook down so much. When I can, I like to combine a mild green like kale with a more assertive flavor like
collards. In a medium saucepan break up the bulk sausage,
or slice it into thin coins if it is in a casing. Cook over moderate heat, stirring occasionally until the meat begins to
brown and the fat is rendered out of the meat. Add about a
half cup of stock or water. If the greens have a hard central
rib (kale, collards, or chard), cut the rib out and discard.
Chop the remaining leaves coarsely and toss into the pot.
This would be a good time to add a small chopped onion for
added flavor and sweetness. Add a little salt and pepper and
a couple tablespoons of vinegar. The vinegar will brighten
the dish and mute any bitterness the greens may have. Use
low heat to keep the liquid bubbling for 20 to 30 minutes,
depending on the toughness of the greens. Stir occasionally.

The men speak of being reunited with their families but I
doubt this will be my fate. I suspect my family in Pittsburgh
is dispersed far and wide by now so I shall be content to
remain with my Captain Lewis. I do miss the young Indian
woman, Sacagawea, and her boy, Pomp; though my hope is
for our trails to cross again in the future. And I think often
of Sgt. Floyd, our one fatality on the mission. He left us in
1804; much, much too early.
While the celebrating continues, I ponder the future. What
will become of the discoveries and friends we have made
on this voyage? What will future generations do with all the
information, the science, the new cultures we report on?
Will the peace we attempted to foster with the Native Nations be enhanced upon? Will humankind use all this information to their betterment or simply abuse it? As a member
of the Canine Species I will contribute what I can, but obviously, it is not up to me or my descendants to determine the
future.

This dish is unchanged from colonial times, and it is a marvelous direct connection to the ancestors we admire so
much. Serve the greens mixture right on top of a square of
Jiffy® mix corn bread. The “pot liquor” is the liquid which
remains in the pan. This is often considered the best part, so
consider adding another couple tablespoons of water if you
do not have much liquid left. This dish is also authentic
when served over grits if you are feeling especially country.
I find the smell of sausage, greens, and onion on the stove
and cornbread in the oven are powerful stimulants on a winter morning, so I serve this dish for either breakfast or
lunch.

I wish humankind well in all their efforts.*

* Seaman has returned to St. Louis, along with the rest of
the Corps of Discovery but there are many entries in his
journal which give us his insights into the Expedition. Starting with the January 2007 issue of ‘Field Notes’ we will
return to earlier journal entries and share them with you.

Next time: Hearth Cookery Chapter Three
And remember:
Days:

=We’re On The Web=

A Thanksgiving Prayer from Colonial

“Field Notes” is also available on the Internet.
If you are only receiving it as a black and white copy,
you will enjoy it a lot more with some pages in color,
and you’ll be the first to receive it. To get on the list to
receive the link, drop an e-mail to Bill Holman at:
wghmch@chorus.net
...we’ll send you a link where you can find it and share
All
ways,
Jack
it with
your
friends.

Let all of us in full accord
Give grateful thanks unto the Lord –
A very kind and gracious Lord
Who gives us more than our reward.

All ways,
Jack
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PRESDENT’S MESSAGE
The final Lewis & Clark Bicentennial Signature Event is
over, the entire Bicentennial
Commemoration is winding
down and we can all take a
deep breath, relax and say it
was a good time; but now it
is over.

New chapter being formed
in Chicagoland
Although neither Meriwether Lewis nor William
Clark visited Chicago, the
Corps of Discover did not
explore northeast Illinois
and the Bicentennial Commemoration is essentially
over, a significant amount
of interest in the expedition’s adventures, its historical legacy and preservation
of the trail itself remains in
the Chicagoland area.
Therefore, a new chapter is
forming and its organizational meeting will be held Dave Lingo of Chicago is
in mid-October 2006. Be- pictured above in St. Louis
tween 15-20 current Chi- where he recently attended
cago-area members of the the annual meeting of the
foundation and the final
national Lewis and Clark
Signature Event
Trail Heritage Foundation
have already expressed interest in becoming members including several descendants
of Pvt. William Bratton. Chicago is a frequent destination
of Lewis and Clark scholars and is the home of the Newberry Library which houses the original expedition journals
of Pvt. Joseph Whitehouse. By leveraging these local advantages, the chapter hopes to join in the ongoing efforts to
be Keepers of the Story and Stewards of the Trail. We look
forward to joining with the other chapters in accomplishing
that mission.

WRONG! Now, more than
ever, we need to talk about
Lewis & Clark and keep the
Expedition in the minds of
the American public. We
need to talk about the Lewis
& Clark Trail Heritage
Foundation and about the
Badger State Chapter.

Jim Rosenberger

Why? With a decline in Bicentennial activity, there may be
a decline of interest in Lewis & Clark. That may mean a
decline in Foundation and Chapter membership and a decline in funding, both individual and governmental. Yet, we
have the responsibility to further the legacy of Lewis and
Clark into the next one hundred years; into the Third Century. We cannot afford to let interest in the Story and the
Trail fade away.
What can we do? Simple things. First of all, maintain your
membership in the Foundation and Chapter. If you aren’t a
Foundation member, join now. Talk about the Foundation
and Chapter; carry a membership application with you so if
someone shows an interest - sign them up. Buy a membership for an interested friend, family member, library or other
organization. If you have school age children, talk to educators about the Foundation and Lewis & Clark; offer to do
presentations. If you don’t feel comfortable doing presentations, contact me or another officer and we will arrange to
have a presentation made. There are so many things you
can do. After all, every Foundation and Chapter member is
a membership recruiter. We count on you! Don’t let us
down.

For information, contact Dave Lingo at: dlingo1@rcn.com
The Badger Chapter welcomes their neighbors to the
south as a new chapter in the Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage Foundation. We look forward to future joint efforts to
share this wonderful adventure.

We have an obligation to future generations to insure the
Lewis & Clark Trail is there for their exploration and enjoyment and to insure the Lewis & Clark Story is there for their
research, study and telling. The Bicentennial is fading; our
commitment must be to the future of the Story and the Trail
as well as a strong Foundation and Chapter.

Newsletter articles
Do you have an interesting thought about the
Lewis and Clark Expedition, or know someone
who shares our interest in “The Journey?” Would
you like to share it with others through this newsletter? Then write to either Jim Rosenberger at
punkinz@att.net or Bill Holman at
wghmch@chorus.net. If you don’t have e-mail,
call Bill at (608) 249-2233. If you include a picture with
your article, we will be happy to return it upon request.

Those of you who have talked to me about Lewis & Clark
or heard me do a presentation about Lewis & Clark know
my passion for the Story, the Trail, the Foundation and our
Badger Chapter. Please help me carry these into the Third
Century.
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Letters from my cousin, Patrick Gass,
With the Corps of Discovery
Dear Bill,
From time to time I’ll try to
write you a letter about what we
have been doing during this period. (I will also use many of
these thoughts in my Journal.)
Tuesday, August 26, 1806: We
set out early and had a pleasant
morning; passed Teeton river,
but saw no signs of the Teeton
band of the Sioux nation. In the
evening we passed Landselle’s
fort; but found no persons inhabiting it. At dark we encamped after coming about sixty miles.

Treasurer’s Report
As of Sept. 30, 2006 we have $2,506.77 in
the Treasury. The Badger Chapter has 74
members, with Bruce Baum of Shawano as
our newest member.

Saturday, August 30, 1806: We had a pleasant morning,
and went on early, three hunters starting ahead. We killed
some buffaloe and elk in our way, and about 2 o’clock met a
band of the Teetons, fifty or sixty in number, and halted on
the opposite side of the river as we did not wish to have any
intercourse with them. Here we waited for three hunters,
who were behind; and during our stay eight or nine of the
Indians swam to a sand bar about sixty yards from us, and
we found that they were the same rascals, who had given us
trouble as we went up. We could not converse with them,
but one of our men understanding the language of the Ponis,
of which they understood some words; we through him let
them know that we wanted to have nothing to do with them;
and if they troubled us, we would kill every one of them.
Then they withdrew, and the whole party left the river and
went off to the hills. Our three hunters returned, and we proceeded on, and in the evening encamped on a sandbar in the
river.
Your cuzzin,
Patrick Gass

Badger State Chapter Officers:
Jim Rosenberger…………….……………...President
Phone: (608)845-6365
E-mail: punkinz@att.net
Vacant………..………….………..…..Vice-President
Mary Butts…..……………………..……….Secretary
Phone: (920)458-4518
E-mail: tbutts@excel.net
Marcia Holman……………..……….……...Treasurer
Phone: (608)249-2233 E-mail: wghmch@chorus.net

Board of Directors:

(Note: Bill Holman, a Badger Chapter member and the editor of
this journal, is the second cousin four times removed, of Patrick
Gass. He has offered these “letters from the trail”, which must
have been held up in the mail.)

1-Jerry Anderson
Phone: (262)797-9324

E-mail: j-a@operamail.com

2-David Sorgel
P:(608)795-9915 E-mail: davidcollette@centrytel.net
3-Harriet Peppard
P:(920)749-1103 E-mail: hjpLewCla@worldnet.att.net

Newsletter Editor:
Bill Holman
Phone: (608)249-2233
Captain Lewis shooting an Indian
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E-mail: wghmch@chorus.net

